2. CABLE LENGTH

CAUTION: CABLE LENGTHS (XX) ARE IN DECIMETERS
EXAMPLE: C20551-3
3 = 3 DECIMETERS (300 mm) = 1 FT.

3. CONNECTOR VIEW FROM SOLDER SIDE.

LABEL FOR
C20551 CABLES:
(1) REQUIRED

C20551-XX
W. O. #/1 Item X
630B2055-1 REV(-)

CABLE WRAP LABEL 630B2055-1
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REVISIONS

SYM ZONE DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVAL

CONNECTOR SHIELDING
WRAP 6' COPPER FOIL (EI1A201)
OVER GROMMET & SHIELD

USE APPROPRIATE GROMMET
SUPPLIED WITH BACK SHELL

COVER

NC/NL/NDRIVE
HANDWHEEL ADAPTER
(ENC FB-26HDU-9DU)

C20551-XX
630B2055-1

DRAWN EJB 6/8/04
CHECKED AGS 6/8/04
APPROVED AGS 6/8/04
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